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INTRODUCTION 
In [l] Heyneman and the present author considered various finiteness condi- 
tions for a coalgebra and its linear dual algebra. The purpose of this paper 
is to specialize the ideas of [I] and [3, 41 to Hopf algebras with a nonzero left 
integral, and to study the antipode and one-dimensional ideals of the dual 
algebra. 
Suppose A is a Hopf algebra which has a nonzero left integral. Then if 
D CA is a finite-dimensional subcoalgebra, D(=) is finite-dimensional. In 
particular, A is locally finite. If the coradical A,, is a reflexive coalgebra, then 
A is right strongly reflexive (cofinite right ideals of A* are finitely generated). 
By the discussion of [ 1, Sect. 3.71 one can expect many Hopf algebras with a 
nonzero left integral over an infinite field to be reflexive-in particular, for 
many Hopf algebras with a nonzero left integral over an infinite field all finite- 
dimensional right A*-modules are rational. 
Let Jr C A* (resp., ST) d enote the space of left (resp., right) integrals for A. 
If t: A + A is any injective bialgebra map then t*(Jr) = Jr. In particular 
s*(jJ = Jr where s is the antipode of A. Using this observation we prove 
that s is bijective if sL f (0). We d iscuss the connection between the one 
dimensional ideals of A* and the grouplikes of A. The conclusions we draw 
generalize some of the results of [S]. 
Let J-C A be an injective hull of k . 1 (as a left A-comodule). If s1 # (0) 
then we show JA, = A. If A,, is a Hopf subalgebra in addition then A = A, 
for some n (thus Rad A* is nilpotent). 
This paper could easily be formulated in terms of the theory of injectives 
in the category of right A-comodules, but we choose to use basic properties 
of idempotents for the sake of completeness. 
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Throughout we freely use the terminology and results of [I, 71. All vector 
spaces will be over a field R. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let A be a Hopf algebra over a field k with antipode s. Suppose x E Jr is a 
nonzero left integral for A. Then, by [7, 5.1.31, the map A -+ A*(a F+ x - a) 
is an injective left A*-module map, where (a* -a, b) = (a*, bs(a)) for 
a, b E A. Let /3: A x A + k be the bilinear map determined by ,B(a, b) = 
(x - 4 6) and define pl, ,6r: A --f A* by @,(a), b) = &a, 6) = @r(6), a). 
Notice /3,(a) = x - a, so fir is a map of left A*-modules. Thus /3,. is a map 
of right A*-modules. Since & is injective, ,BT(A) is a dense subspace of A*. 
This means the intersection of the cofinite right subcomodules of A is (0). 
Based on these ideas a proof that the injective hull of a simple right A-comodule 
is finite-dimensional is given in [2]. The argument for our first lemma is a 
mere paraphrase of the proof. 
LEMMA I. Let A be a Hopf algebra over a field k and suppose J”~ # (0). 
Let e E A* be an idempotent. If A,, - e is finite-dimensional then A - e is $nite- 
dimensional. 
Proof. By the remarks preceding the lemma, we see that there is a cofinite 
right A-subcomodule N with (A, - e) n N = (0). If (A -e) n N = Q # (0) 
there is a simple right subcomodule PC Q. But P = P -e C A, -e and 
P C N means P = (0). Thus (A - e) n N = (0) so A - e is finite-dimensional. 
Q.E.D. 
If C is a coalgebra, recall that the “wedge” of subspaces U and V is defined 
by U A I’ = A-‘(U @ C + C @ V). The first proposition implies that Hopf 
algebras with a nonzero left integral are locally finite. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A be a Hopf algebra over a jeld k and suppose Jz # (0). 
If D C A is a jinite-dimensional subcoalgebra, then Dcrn) is Jinite-dimensional. 
Proof. If e E A* is an idempotent, then (A - e)l = fA* where f = E - e. 
Thus (A -e) A (A -e) = A -e so A -e is closed under wedging. 
Write A, = D,, @ E as the direct sum of subcoalgebras, and let g E A,* 
be the functional which agrees with E on D, and vanishes on E. Then g is an 
idempotent, and thus by [4, 2.2.31, g can be lifted to an idempotent e E A* 
(i.e., e = g on A,). Clearly D, = A,, -e, and DC*) C A - e since A - e 
is closed under wedging. By Lemma 1 DC”) is finite dimensional. Q.E.D. 
The last technical statement in this section will be used in Section 3 
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LEMMA 2. Let A be a Hopf algebra over a field k and assume s1 # (0). If 
N is a right A-comodule and M $Z N is a proper subcomodule, there exists a cojnite 
proper subcomodule which contains M. 
Proof. Let P = N/M. Th en P # (0). Clearly it suffices to show that P* 
contains a nonzero finite-dimensional right A*-submodule. 
Now let P be any nonzero right A-comodule. Now &(A) C A* is dense, 
so the sum of the finite-dimensional right ideals of A* is dense subspace. 
Let 0 # m E P*. Then m . ,&(A) # (0), sinceL,: A* + M* (Lm(a*) = m . a*) 
is continuous. Thus there exists a finite-dimensional right ideal I C pT(A) 
such that m . I # (0). m . I is the desired submodule. Q.E.D. 
1.1 It is clear that J-r may be replaced by s,. and that “right” may be replaced 
by “left” in the statement of Lemma 2. 
2. REFLEXIVE HOPF ALGEBRAS 
In this section we prove that if C is a Hopf algebra over a field k with a nonzero 
left integral, then C is reflexive if and only if C, is reflexive. In particular, 
if Jr # (0) then C is reflexive if k is infinite and C is finitely generated. 
If C is a coalgebra, let COP denote the coalgebra obtained by “twisting” 
comultiplication (6(c) = C c(a) @ c(i) for c E C). Then C is a right 5 = C”P @ 
C-comodule (W(C) = C c(a) @ c(i) @ c(s) E C @ [), so C* is a right [*-module 
under the transpose action. Notice for a E C* that a . (* = @ is the 
closure of the (two-sided) ideal of C* generated by a. Thus closed ideals of 
C* are [*-modules, and [*-submodules are ideals. Recall [i] that a coalgebra 
C is reflexive if the cofinite ideals of C* are closed (or equivalently the 
finite-dimensional right C*-modules are rational). 
THEOREM. Let C be a Hopf algebra over a field k and assume SC # (0). Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(a) C,, is a rejexive coalgebra. 
(b) All cojnite [*-submodules of C* are closed. 
(c) Every cojnite maximal ideal of C* contains a jnitely generated dense 
(two-sided) ideal. 
(d) C is right strongly rejlexive. 
(e) C is a reflexive coalgebra. 
Proof. Let C be any coalgebra. Then [4, Theorem 3.21 asserts the equivalence 
of the conditions: (a) C, is reflexive and C is locally finite, (b) all cofinite [*- 
submodules of C* are closed, and (c) every cofinite ideal of C * contains a 
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finitely generated dense (two sided) ideal. Thus (a) 3 (b) by Proposition 1, 
so (a) 3 (b) + (c). By [I, 3.1.21 right strongly reflexive implies reflexive, 
so (d) * (e). Since reflexivity is hereditary by [I, 3.1.4b] we have (e) * (a). 
Thus it remains to show (c) => (d). 
Assume (c) holds and 1 C C* is a cofinite right ideal. Since 1 contains a 
cofinite ideal we may assume I is an ideal. By assumption and [3, 3.181 the 
cofinite maximal ideals of C* are closed. Thus the intersection of the maximal 
ideals J = Rad(1) containing I is closed. By [4, 2.2.31 again there is an idem- 
potenteEC*suchthate=Eon Sand Jl=C,-e.Thusf=e-eeJ, 
so f E I since f is an idempotent. Therefore fC* _C I and since fC* = (C - e)i 
we conclude that fC* is a cofinite right ideal by Lemma 1. This concludes 
the proof. QED. 
By the results of [6], if C has a nonzero left integral then it has a nonzero 
right integral. Therefore the theorem can be appropriately reformulated; 
in particular, if C has a nonzero left integral, then C, reflexive is equivalent 
to C being left strongly reflexive. 
Let C be any coalgebra over an infinite field k, and let S denote the set of 
simple subcoalgebras of C. By [3, 3.12(2) and 3.61 we see that C, is reflexive 
if 1 S / < / k I. For a more extensive discussion of when C,, is reflexive the 
reader is referred [1, Sect. 3.71. If C is a Hopf algebra which is finitely (or 
countably) generated as an algebra, then 1 S 1 < 1 k I. Thus as a corollary 
of the theorem we have: 
COROLLARY I. Let C be a Hopf algebra over an infinite field k, and assume 
SI # (0). If C isfinitely ( or countably) generated as an algebra, then C is a reflexive 
coalgebra (hence the jGzite-dimensional F-modules (left and right) are rational). 
3. INTEGRALS AND THE ANTIPODE 
In this section we extend several results concerning the antipode and integrals. 
In particular, we show that Jr # (0) im pl ies the antipode is bijective. Proposi- 
tion 4 relates the injective hull of k . 1 and the coradical to the Hopf algebra. 
LEMMA 3. Let A be a Hopf algebra over a field k and t: A -+ A be an injective 
bialgebra map. Then t*(J2) = sI , so s*(j2) = jr where s is the antipode of A. 
Proof. We may as well assume 0 # x E Jr . Then by [6, Theorem 21, 
dim Jr = 1. Therefore to prove the first part it suffices to show t*(x) = 
xot#O. 
Let e, e’ E A* be idempotents such that A, -e = k . 1 = A, -e’. Then 
A = A -e @ A -f, where f = E - e, and the composite A - e’ C--F A + 
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A -e of the inclusion and projection is an injection of right A-comodules. 
ByLemma A--eriA-e’. 
Now by [4, 2.2.31 there exists an idempotent e E A* with A,, -e = k . 1. 
t*(e) = e 0 t is an idempotent, and t(a -e 0 t) = t(a) -e for a E A. Thus 
t(A,, -e 0 t) = t(A,) -e = t(A)0 - e = t(k . 1) since t is injective, so 
A,-eot=k.l. Because t(A-eot)=t(A)-e we have t(A)-e= 
A - e since dim(A - e 0 t) = dim(A - e) and t is injective. Since x(u -e) = 
~(a), we have x 0 t # 0. The remainder is clear. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let A be a Hopf algebra over a field k with antipode s, and 
assume SC # (0). Then s is bijective. 
Proof. Let 0 # x E lI . Then y = x o s is a nonzero right integral by the 
preceding lemma. If s(A) 2 A, by 1 .l there is a proper cofinite left A-subco- 
module N containing s(A). Therefore there is an 0 # a E A such that 
<x - a, N) = (0). Hence if b E A we compute 
0 = <x - a, s(b)) = (xl 44 44) 
= <x, s(ab)) = <Y, ab). 
Thus (y, aA) = (0), and since y E fr we have (y, A* - (aA)) = (0). 
ButA*- (aA) is a right A-Hopf module, so A* - (aA) = A by [7, Exercise 3, 
p. 1071. This is a contradiction since y f 0. Q.E.D. 
Let A be any Hopf algebra. Then A* is an A-bimodule where (a . a*, 6) = 
(a*, ba) = (a* . b, a) for a, b E A and a* E A*. If g E G(A) (the grouplikes 
of A) then a* b g . a* (resp., a* H a* .g) is an algebra automorphism. 
For g E G(A) define L, = {a* E A*: b*a* = (b*,g)a* for all b* E A*} and 
R, = {a* E A*: a*b* = (b*,g)a* for all b* E A*}. Then L, and R, are in 
fact ideals. Observe L, jh. Lskml and L, +.h Lhmlg (resp., R, +h. Rsh-, and 
R’s -F~ R h-1g) are linear isomorphisms for g, h E G(A). 
PROPOSITION 3. Let A be a Hopf algebra over a field k and suppose St # (0). 
Then: 
(a) L, and Rg are one-dimensional ideals of A* for all g E G(A). 
(b) g -+ L, (resp., g -+ R,) determines a bzjective correspondence between 
G(A) and the one-dimensional left (resp., right) ideals of A*. In particular, one- 
dimensional left (or right) ideals are ideals. 
(c) There exists a unique a E G(A) such that L, =~a; R, are linear iso- 
morphisms for all g E G(A). 
(d) Let a E G(A) be as in (c). Then R,, = L, = R,, for all g E G(A). 
Thus a is in the center of G(A). 
Proof. L, N L, so dim L, = 1 since dim L, = dim s1 = 1. Since dim R, = 1 
also we have (a). 
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Let I C A* be a one-dimensional left ideal. Thus if I = KX we have a*x = 
(f, a*)x for some f~ Alg(A*, k). But a* H a*x describes a continuous map, 
so kerf is closed. This means (f, a*) = (a*,g) for some g E G(A). This 
means I = L, . Likewise a one-dimensional right ideal I has the form R, 
for some h E G(A). This proves (b). 
By (b) R, = L, for some a E G(A). It is a straightforward computation 
to show a has the desired properties. This will prove (c); (d) follows likewise. 
Q.E.D. 
Some of the other results of [5] concerning integrals and the antipode can 
be generalized as above. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let A be a Hopf algebra over a Jield k and suppose J C A 
is an injective hull of k . 1 (considered us a left A-comodule). Then JA, = A if 
St + (0). 
Proof. J=e-A where eeA* is an idempotent and e-A,=k.l. 
Let a E G(A) b e as in Proposition 3(c). Then ST = J1 . a. Let 0 # XC J1. 
Then 0 # x . a E ST so (x . a, J} # (0) since (x . a, e - c} = (X . a, c) for 
c E A. Thus (x, uJ) # (0). 
Suppose JA, g A. Then uJA,, I; A so there exists a maximal proper cofinite 
left A-subcomodule N such that uJA,, C N by 1.1. Thus Nl = x - V, where 
V C A is a simple left A*-submodule, by [7, 5.1.31 since dim J1 = 1. Therefore 
(0) = (x - v, N) = (x, NQ’V)) w h ere s is the antipode of A. Now U = s(V) 
is a simple left subcomodule, so d U C D @ U for some simple subcoalgebra D. 
Since U # (0) we have C(U) = 1 for some u E U, therefore 1 = C s(zq1))zq2) E A,U 
since s(D) C A,. This means UJ Z uJAOU C NU = Ns(P). Thus (x, uJ> = (0), 
a contradiction. Therefore JA, = A. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2. Let A be a Hopf algebra over a field k and assume Sl # (0). 
If A, is a Hopf subalgebra then A = A, for some n. 
Proof. Let J be an injective hull of k . 1 (regarded as a left A-comodule). 
Then since J,. # (0) we have that J is finite-dimensional. Thus J-C A, for 
some n. But A,A, = A, is easy to see, so A = A, by the preceding proposition. 
Q.E.D. 
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